ABSTRACT. Let r > 1 and Xr be the minimal set of reals containing 1 and closed under expr: x >-► rx and addition.
Let r > 0 and Xr be the minimal set of reals containing 1 and closed under expr : x i-> rx and addition. Obviously Xr is dense in R+ for r < 1 and X\ = N. I would like to describe the behavior of Xr for r > 1.
Preliminary
remarks.
(Proofs are provided in §1.) (i) Xr = the set of values of constant (1, +, -, expr)-terms.
(ii) If X is a well-ordered subset of R+ closed under addition (or multiplication) then the order type of X is wu° for some a.
(iii) For any countable a if Xr is well-ordered and its order type is < ww then there exists a set X C R+ containing Xr, closed under +, -, expr and of order type /, PROPOSITION 1. Leta= (aa + l)1/(oa+i) and h = si/«; where s is the root of the equation xllx = (x + 1)1/(I+1). iOne can easily see that both equations have unique roots.) Then (i) If el/e < r then Xr has order type u>.
(ii) If a < r < el'e then XT and Xr have order type a/+ (iii) Ifb<r<a then Xr is not well-ordered and the Cantor derivative (Xr)^ = 0.
(iv) Xb is not well-ordered.
The Cantor derivative mentioned in (iii) is defined as follows: Y^ = Y, y(A+1) = the set of limit points of Y^\ and Y^ = Ç]{Y^\p < A} for limit A.
Some numerical values:
e1/e = 1.4446678..., a = 1.4446575..., 6=1.4360782.... (ii) The conjecture is valid for 1 < r < 1.4360782_
(iii) //ln(ln(<7¡,))/ln(ln(<Jb + l)) is irrational then the conjecture is valid for r -b.
I am thankful to H. Levitz for the advice to write down the results and to M. P. Katz for the proof of Lemma 8(i) in §3. My special thanks to the referee who requested a revision of the original paper: while doing that work I improved the results; the second revision concerned only expository difficulties.
Ends of proofs of claims and lemmata are marked with D.
1. Proofs of preliminary remarks, (i) I have to construct for any constant (1,+, -,expr)-term t a constant (1,+,expr)-term u with the same value. Proceed by induction on the number of operations in t. Let t = Í1Í2, where ti,Í2 are (1,+,expr)-terms and £1 ^ 1 ^ ¿2-If e.g. ¿2 -u + v then we can apply the induction assumption to t\u, t\v in (tiu) + (£iu). If both íi,Í2 are exponents, £1 = ru, Í2 = rv, then the value of t is the value of expr(tt + v). □
(ii) Let r be the order type of X. It suffices to prove that if wA < t then wA2 < r for any A, see [2, VII.7] . Let X be closed under addition (the case of X closed under multiplication is quite similar). Let A be a bounded subset of X with order type wA and x = sup(A); for each a G A let a+ be its successor. Then for any a G A the order type of {o+ + b\b G A&ca + x < a+ + b} is wA, see [2, VII.6] (any nonzero remainder of o>A is wA). Thus A + A has order type at least wA2 and is bounded by 2x. D Now turn to the case of ß = 1. Without loss of generality we can assume that p > 1 and rx > x + 1 for x > p. Let K be a subset of (p,p + 1) with order type uj^ and B be the minimal subset of R+ closed under +,-,expr and containing AuK. Since any bounded subset of B is contained in a finite union of (+, -,expr)-combinations of A, K the result follows from [3] : Let X, Y C R+ be well-ordered; then the order type of X U Y is < the Hessenberg natural sum of the order types of X and Y, and the order types of X + Y and X ■ Y are < the Hessenberg natural product of the order types of X and Y.
(This result is not very difficult, and you can prove it for your own pleasure.) D 2. Proof of Proposition 1. For r < e1//e let gr < hr be the roots of the equation xxlx = r (for r = e1/6 there is unique root x = e and for r > e1//e there are no roots). Clearly gr < e < hr, both gr and hr depend on r G (Le1/6) differentiably and monotonically and tend to e for r -> e1/,e, and rx > x for x $. [gr,hr] and rx < x for x G igr,hr).
For convenience put also gr = hr = e for r = elle. Denote exp°: x r-> x and expp+1(x) = expr(exp"(x)).
The sequence {exp"(l)}n increases and if bounded tends to gr. Let U -{1} U {u\u is a sum and appears as a subterm of some tn in the scope of at least J expr's}. I will show that U is finite. Note that the values of terms G U are bounded by exp^(l) + 1. If U was infinite then Claim 1 would tell us that elements of U contain arbitrarily high expr-nests which is impossible in view of the above bound and the fact that the nontrivial elements of U are sums. If a term uGU contained gr we would have u = q + s>gr + l> exp^ (1) + 1; thus elements of U are (1, +,expr)-terms.
To obtain V imagine in's typewritten on sheets of paper so that each expr(w) is displayed as rw and substitute by variables the parts of in's which are above J. One can express this rigorously as follows. For a subterm u of w let height(u, w) = the number of expr's in w affecting u; and let height(u>) -1 + max{height(u, w)\ u is a subterm of w). Present each tn with height J in the form v{w\,... ,wi), where v is a term in variables and l,<7r,+,expr, w^s are constant (l,gr,+,expr)-terms, and height(t;) -J + 1, height (variable;, v) = height (tu¿,ín) = J for each i. Let V be the set of such u's. To show that V is finite note first that the values of {v(l,..., l)\v G V} are bounded (< M); now reasoning similar to that in the proof of Claim 1 provides the result. □ Conversely the value of tigr) is limjthe value of i(exp™(l))}m.
Besides, Claim 2 shows that if {tm}m is a bounded sequence of constant (l,</r, +,expr.)-tenns then {the number of occurrences of gr in tm}m is bounded, whence iXr)^ -0. D COROLLARY 4. If b < r < e1^ and Xr is well-ordered then its and Xr 's order types are both u>".
PROOF. Immediately from the preliminary remark (ii) and the above corollary. D Clearly rT +1 < rr + 1 for r < a whence {exp™(rr + l)}m decreases for r < a which gives (iii), (iv) of the proposition.
I will show that Xr is well-ordered for r > a.
Claim 5. If Xr is not well-ordered then there exists a sequence {tm}m of (l,+,expr)-terms such that tm > expr(im+i) for each m. PROOF. Let {sm}m be a decreasing sequence of (1, +, expr)-terms.
Put to -SoSince the values of {sm}m are bounded {the number of summands in sm}m is also bounded. Consequently (turning if necessary to a subsequence) we may assume that there exists a sequence {4}m>i of (l,+,exp,.)-terms such that each expr(sj") is a summand of sm and the values of {s'm}m>i decrease. Of course the value of in. is greater than those of {exp7.(s^n)}m>1. Apply the same procedure to {s'm}m>i and proceed w times. D Claim 6. Let b < r < exle. If Xr is not well-ordered then there exists a (1, +, expr)-term t such that r* < t. PROOF.
Let {£m}m be a sequence of (l,+,expr)-terms such that tm > expr(£m+i) for each m (see Claim 5). If tm > hr then 6¿ktm+k < xk, where Xk+i = logr(xfc), xo = the value of tm; and {xk}k converges to hr. Thus the values of rm's are bounded. Since for k > 0 inequality exp£(z) < x holds iff x G igr, hr) it will be enough to find a t with t > expjf(i) for some k > 0: then gr < t < hr and r* < t. PROOF. Suppose the contrary; let í be a (1,+,expr)-term such that r* < t. Without loss of generality we can assume that t is not an exponent (if t = ru then rr" < ru implies ru < u). Consequently t is a sum. If t has three or more summands then its value is > 3 > ha > hr contradicting the choice of t (for x > hr implies rx > x). Thus t has two summands. If both summands of t are ^ 1 then they are > r whence t > 2r > 2.889... > ha > hr (again impossible). On the other hand 2 < ga < gr whereas rx > x for x < gr. Thus t -1 + ru. If u is a sum then t > 1 + r2 > 1 + 2 > ha>hr.
If u = 1 then the value of t is 1 + r < 2.444... < ga < gr. it will be enough to prove that sup{(
and its factors {ln(r) -6x^(1)}^ decrease with increasing j for any fixed t G (<jr> hr). Consequently if (exp"(r))' < 1 at some t G igr,hr) then (exp™(i))' < 1 at the same t whenever m>n. Let J -J{r) be the minimal positive integer with the property exp/(gr + l) + l < logr.(gr + l). Then m/t > J for all fc and the claim will go through whenever (exp/(t))'|t=i0g (gr+i) < 1-I checked this by machine computations (with long reals) for c < r < 1.4360782... (corresponding to J < 150). D REMARK. Actually I conjecture that the inequality (expr (r)(r))'|t=iogr(gr+1) < 1 (see above) holds for all r G (c,6). Moreover, it is possible to extend {expj?}fe to a one-parameter iteration subgroup of the diffeomorphisms group of (gr, hr), and I conjecture that (ii) (x0 -lto)(l -S) < (in -î/n)(/'(0))-n < (*0 ~ 2/o)(l + «), whenever 0 < y0 < xç, < q for /'(0) < 1 or 0 < yn < xn < q for /'(0) > 1.
PROOF. It suffices to consider only /'(0) < 1. We have xk -/'(0)xfc_i +iifcX2_, with uk = /"(a real e (0, xk-\))/2 and {ufc}fc is bounded. So Clearly W C igb,hb). I will prove that W is dense in igb,hb).
Claim 9. For any s > 0 there exists a sequence {wk}kew C VK such that wk < wk+ikihb-wb)/ihb-wk+i) < (l + s)5/(l-s)5 for all fc, andlim{u>fe}fc = hb.
PROOF. (6*)' = tf • ln(6) which is = ln(ffb) < 1 at í = gb and = ln(/ih) > 1 at t = hb-Let s < 1. Apply Lemma 8 to 6* on (0, gb] (regarded as gb -t t-.> gb -bl) to obtain q\ and apply Lemma 8 to 6* on (<?(,, hb] (regarded as hb-t >-► hb -b1) to obtain 92; let q = min(gi, 92)-Take the minimal / satisfying expb(l) + 1 > gb -q ■ (1 -s)2.
Then for any n we have (1 -s)iHgb))n < g*-«**^1) < (i + 8)iM9b))n 9b -exp^(l) and since hb = gb + 1 for any m, n satisfying exp6"(exp|,+n(l) + 1) > hb -q we have /i6 -exPb"(expb+"(l) + l)
96-exph+"(l) bringing together these inequalities we obtain (i -»JXMHtaWr < *>-«*(^(') + ') 9b -exp6(l) <(l + S)2(ln(/ib)r(ln(96))n. Now, by the irrationality of ln(ln(<?b))/ln(ln(/ib)) one can choose m,n so as to make (ln(/ib))m(ln(gb))n arbitrarily close to any positive real needed, in particular one can choose imk,nkys to approximate well from above each real of the form (l-s)3fe/(l + s)3fc, fc G N. The corresponding wk = expbT"[(expb+"fc(l) + l)'s satisfy the requirements of the claim:(l + s)1_£/(l -s)1~£ <wk/wk+i < (l + s)5/(l-s)5, where w)¿ -hb -wx. (Divide the inequalities for w^s.) □ Claim 10. There exists q > 0 such that W is dense in (hb -q, hb). PROOF. For s -1/2 apply Lemma 8 to bl on (0,gb] to obtain qi,qi < 1, and apply Lemma 8 to 6* on igb,hb] to obtain 92,92 < 1 (as in the beginning of Claim 9). Put q -\ min(çi,g2)-I will show that for each u > 0 there exists an increasing sequence {vk}k C W such that v\ < hb -q and 6¿k vk+i -vk < u with lim{i;fc}fc = hb.
Apply Claim 9 with such an s that iwk+i -wk)/ihb -wk) < u/6q for each fc.
Let n be the minimal positive integer such that exp^W!) < hb -q. Then {vk}k, vk = exp^iwk), satisfy the above requirements. D Since igb, gb + l) = igb, hb) = U~=i expmihb -q, hb) for any q G (0,1) part (iii) of the proposition is completed.
